
it.x-press for distribution

Direct SAP integration with your courier
service providers and freight companies

Modular approach

Shipping optimization

SAP integration



Shipping instructions
Use SAP to issue package shipping
instructions and utilize all available services
and options your suppliers provide.

Tracking and confirmation of
receipt
Your and your customers can
receive email confirmation of
shipping and delivery, and track
consignments. 

CEP service providers
Select your suppliers from an
extensive list and integrate them
into your SAP system, and then use
all available services and options.

Freight companies
From an extensive list of freight companies, 
connect to your preferred partners, or use the 
it.x-press standard freight company template to
define how you wish to exchange data with them.

Reporting
it.x-press offers a wide range of reporting functions, such as
delivery statistics and run times, making your shipping process
more transparent.

Improve your shipping and logistics 

productivity. it.x-press is an integration 

solution that lets you connect 

electronically to courier, express and

package (CEP) service providers and

freight companies.

It’s a simple and effective way of using

SAP to link your business processes to

your CEP service providers and freight

companies, allowing you to obtain cost-

ings, select service providers, issue ship-

ping orders and even check incoming 

invoices. it.x-press lets you monitor the

whole process from order to delivery. 

it.x-press

it.x-pack
A standalone packing station module for
efficient shipment processing across all
aspects of delivery and transportation.

it.x-scale
An adapter that lets you connect to

many different providers of electronic
weighing scales to SAP ERP.

it.x-freight charge
Calculates the actual shipping cost of a shipment independently

of the SAP pricing process. Allows you to import freight 
charges and produce preliminary and comparative costings.

it.x-freight invoice
Offers an interface to convert service providers' invoices into the
INVOICE IDoc input format, validates them, and inputs them into

your accounting system. Requires it.x-freight charge module. 

it.x-press atlas
Standalone module allowing exporters to connect

with German customs via FTAM using Connect
module or SAP NV PI/without SAP GTS.

it.x-EWM connect
Standalone module that lets you issue shipping

orders from SAP EWM via an integrated 
cockpit or the EWM packing station.

it.x-press modules
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About itelligence

itelligence is one of the leading international full-service providers for
SAP® solutions, employing more than 3,800 highly qualified employees
in 22 countries. Our SAP expertise is unrivalled and has been devel-
oped over the last 25 years, supplying specialized integrated business
solutions for over 5,000 customers worldwide. Our service portfolio
includes SAP Strategy, SAP Licensing, Implementation and Process
Consulting, Outsourcing and Application Management Services. We
are pioneers in the development of industry-specific solutions and our
experts work hand in hand with SAP on new scenarios and ground-
breaking solutions for business analytics, in-memory computing and
SAP HANA®, cloud, and mobility. In 2013, itelligence generated total
sales of EUR 457.1 million.

The benefits of it.x-press

Standardized: it.x-press uses the available standard functionality of the SAP ERP system (XSI)
for configuration and shipment tracking.

Open architecture: The open architecture of it.x-press makes technical adaptations and
upgrades easy.

Innovative: Offers a large and continuously growing portfolio of functions and service providers.

Secure long-term investment: Your maintenance contract includes regular upgrades and
adaptation to new SAP releases.

Integration alternatives: Connect to your service providers using either SAP NetWeaver
Process Integration (SAP NW PI) or the it.x-press Connect module. 

Scalable: Integrate other components of the it.x-press product portfolio with your processes
depending on your needs.

For more information, visit itelligencegroup.com
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